
 
 

Meandros boutique & Spa 

Meandros boutique & Spa has been modernly designed with wall mural representations of Greek gods, combined 

with touches of Greek elements and minimalistic decor, creating a relaxing adult only experience.  Each of the 

contemporary 46 spacious rooms features modern facilities consisting of 11 private pool rooms, 3 rooms with 

private Jacuzzi, 11 suites and 21 premium rooms with unique character. A boutique hotel that balances details 

from the past with playful public spaces proves that the new rules of chic are simplicity with a clean and modern 

sense of ease. 

InSPAration Wellness center, located at the ground level of the hotel reflects a modern minimalistic atmosphere 
combined with cutting edge stretch ceiling design. Our treatment areas include a 6m indoor heated swimming pool 
to relax your senses, the Jacuzzi bath with massaging jets, the Sauna for your dry heat experience, a relaxing 
private power shower, Facial treatment room, a private atmospheric massage room, hair salon, nail treatment 
room and a fitness area. InSPAration is proud to offer a wide range of special and innovative treatments focusing 
on health, beauty, pampering, stress reduction and revitalization, using pure, natural and environmentally friendly 
products. Treatments are administered by a team of skilled therapists blending special techniques always 
personalized to your own needs. 

Zakynthos’ dining scene has gone sky high with Meandros Boutique & Spa Hotel, presenting ‘Uranus Sky 
restaurant’. Commanding impressive views to the mountain, Uranus pulls together fusion cooking to create a 
cosmopolitan Ancient Greek atmosphere, that majors on wow factor. Minimal design and ancient Greek wall 
murals dominate the scene of Uranus Sky restaurant. Inspired by the art of the Geometric period, ‘Uranus’, 
successfully balances modernity and Ancient Greek history. A different style of fine dining awaits you to taste a 
plethora of ancient Greek recipes created with imagination that will travel you back in time. 

 24-Hour Reception / Front Desk 

 Breakfast times 07:00 - 10:30 

 Bar 

 Beauty Treatment (on request) 

 Car & Motorbike Rental 

 Concierge 

 Daily Maid Service 

 Turn Down Service 

 Doctor (upon request) 

 Fax & Photocopy Service 

 Groom Service 

 Porter 

 Transfer from/to Airport Arrangements 

 Gym 

 Internet Corner 

 Lobby Lounge 

 Parking Area 

 Pool Bar 

 A la Carte Snack Bar 

 

 A la Carte Restaurant 

 Pool Sunbeds & Umbrellas 

 Pool Towels 

 Restaurant 

 Indoor Swimming Pool 

 Spa 

 Outdoor Swimming Pool (Fresh 
Water) 

 Outdoor Jacuzzi 

 Free Wi-Fi 

 Express Check Out 

 In-Room Breakfast 

 Early Breakfast 

 24 Hours Room Service 

 Lunch Box Take Away 

 Transfers 

 Trousers Press ( upon request ) 

 Nespresso Machine  

 


